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Estimation accuracy over time
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Highest ROI

More Certainty, at higher cost

From Mike Cohn’s “Agile Estimation and Planning”



Two levels of planning

Release Planning Sprint Planning

Goal

Led By

Artifact

Items

Units

Units 
over time

Enable product level decisions such as 
scope, release date, resources required

Enable the scrum team to commit to a 
speci!c set of work for a given sprint

Product Owner Product Owner + Scrum Team

Product/Release Backlog Sprint Backlog

User Stories/Features Tasks

Story Points Task Hours

Velocity Capacity

Don’t confuse the goal, items, or units from one level with the 
activities of the other!
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Agile Estimating Rule:

§Estimate Size, Derive Duration
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Affinity Estimation 

1. Place items 1-16 on the table, smallest on left, largest on right
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Affinity Estimation 

1. Place items 1-16 on the table, smallest on left, largest on right

2. Group items that are similar size: 1, 2, 3, 5, 8, 13, 20, 100
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Estimating Size in Story Points

§Relative Size estimate, not time based

§Story Points:

§"e “bigness” of a backlog item

§ In#uenced by how hard it is, how much, how 
complex

§Unit is arbitrary, but relative

§(6 story point item) should be 2x(3 story point 
item)
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Estimating with Planning Poker

§Iterative, team based approach

1. Each estimator has a deck of cards with potential 
estimates based on a set (Fibonacci, etc.)

2. Product Owner reads a backlog item, brief 
clarifying discussion occurs

3. Estimators choose a card indicating their estimate

4. Cards are revealed all at once

5. Differences are discussed, especially outliers
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Group Activity

§Write your estimates for user stories 1-16 in your notebook

§Play Planning Poker to estimate the size of items 17-24, 
compared to the size of the items in your affinity cloud
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Release Planning Exercise

§ Your team has historic velocity data that averages 30 story 
points per sprint

§ How many sprints do you forecast it will take for your team to 
complete items 1-16 in your product backlog?

Sprint 1 Sprint 2 Sprint 3 Sprint 4

41

22

34

23

Sprint 5 Sprint 6 Sprint 7

303030

Completed Sprints Forecasted Sprints...Average Velocity = 30

Today
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Estimating Velocity Without Historical Data

§ Take a sample set of sized items

§ Add total story points

§ Ask team to task out and estimate 
time for those sample items

§ Calculate your Capacity (in hours) for 
a given sprint

§ Divide the total time estimate by 
average sprint capacity to get the 
number of sprints

§ Divide total Story Points by number 
of sprints

Product Backlog Items Size
Draw a “Sunny” icon and sample 
(not real) temperature 5

Specify a location (Postal Code) 2
Draw the actual temperature pulled 
from WeatherXML service (F) 8
Draw all supported weather icons 
randomly (sunny/cloudy/etc.) 2
Draw the actual weather icon based 
on WeatherXML service 3

Choose Fahrenheit vs. Celsius 1

Support a 3 day weather forecast 8

Support a 5 day weather forecast 5
Add support for hourly weather 
breakdown 8
Support multiple favorite cities 
(choose one at a time) 8

Total 50

50 pts

~500 hrs

    5 FTE
    4 hrs/day
X 10 days
=200 hrs

500 hrs/
200 hrs =
2.5 sprints

50 pts /
2.5 sprints
= 20 pts
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Mobile Weather Application 
 
We are building a Mobile Weather App. Our Product Owner (with help from the Dev Lead) 
has broken the functionality down into several vertical slices and roughly prioritized them. We 
plan to build the functionality completely on iOS, then add Android support. Depending on 
revenue models, we may add Win7 Mobile & Blackberry. 

Product Backlog 
ID Feature Size 
1 Draw a “Sunny” icon and sample (not real) temperature  
2 Specify a location (Postal Code)  
3 Draw the actual temperature pulled from WeatherXML service (F)  
4 Draw all supported weather icons randomly (sunny/cloudy/etc.)  
5 Draw the actual weather icon based on WeatherXML service  
6 Choose Fahrenheit vs. Celsius  
7 Support a 3 day weather forecast  
8 Support a 5 day weather forecast  
9 Add support for hourly weather breakdown  
10 Support multiple favorite cities (choose one at a time)  
11 Option to change current city based on device location API  
12 Add Severe Weather Alert panel  
13 Add push notification for severe weather in my device location  
14 Auto-refresh data with options for frequency  
15 Inject simulated ads from the test server  
16 Real ads  
17 Fetch & store several days weather from the server (offline mode)  
18 Add “remove ads”: free->paid button  
19 Fetch and store data for all favorite cities   
20 Add support for a static radar map of current precipitation  
21 Add support for animated precipitation map  
22 Make it work on Android  
23 Make it work on Win 8 mobile  
24 Make it work on Blackberry  
 

 
 
 
 

 



Agile Release Planning 
Agile teams use release planning activities to help make decisions about scope, 
cost, and schedule. Agile release plans may differ from traditional plans in that 

they are created collaboratively by the Product Owner and the team that will do 
the work, and will be updated at least every sprint, providing a real status of 

completion and an opportunity to respond frequently to newly acquired 
knowledge about the technical approach and market feasibility of the product 

under development. 
 

Mobile Weather Application Exercise 
We are building a Mobile Weather App. We have built this product backlog, broken the 
functionality down into several vertical slices, and roughly prioritized them. Our first priority 
is to have the app available on iOS. We will definitely want Android support as well, though 
that’s lower priority.  
 
Sprint A_____    Sprint B_____   Sprint C_____   Sprint D_____ 

 

Initial Product Backlog 
ID Feature Size 
1 Draw a “Sunny” icon and sample (not real) temperature 1 
2 Specify a location (Postal Code) 3 
3 Draw the actual temperature pulled from WeatherXML service (F) 5 
4 Draw all supported weather icons randomly (sunny/cloudy/etc.) 2 
5 Draw the actual weather icon based on WeatherXML service 3 
6 Support a 3 day weather forecast 8 
7 Support a 5 day weather forecast 2 
8 Add support for hourly weather breakdown 8 
9 Support multiple favorite cities (choose one at a time) 5 
10 Add Severe Weather Alert panel 8 
11 Add push notification for severe weather in my device location 5 
12 Auto-refresh data with options for frequency 2 
13 Inject simulated ads from the test server 8 
14 Real ads 13 
15 Fetch & store several days weather from the server (offline mode) 8 
16 Add “remove ads”: free->paid button 5 
17 Fetch and store data for all favorite cities  3 
18 Add support for a radar map of precipitation 8 
20 Make it work on Android 20 
21 Make it work on Windows 8 Mobile 100 



Sprint 1 
Roll the dice for actual velocity from sprint 1: ____________ 

1. Mark the features that are now complete. If the numbers don’t 
exactly match, you can only include features that completely fit 
within the velocity number you rolled – no partially done work! 

2. Update your velocity to include Sprints A-D (historic) and Sprint 
1: 

3. Notice that we added a few new features to the backlog. Update 
your release plan, and make notes of any changes from your 
original forecasts & commitments. 

ID Feature Size 
1 Draw a “Sunny” icon and sample (not real) temperature 1 
2 Specify a location (Postal Code) 3 
3 Draw the actual temperature pulled from WeatherXML service (F) 5 
4 Draw all supported weather icons randomly (sunny/cloudy/etc.) 2 
5 Draw the actual weather icon based on WeatherXML service 3 
5.1 Choose Fahrenheit vs. Celsius 1 
6 Support a 3 day weather forecast 8 
7 Support a 5 day weather forecast 2 
8 Add support for hourly weather breakdown 8 
9 Support multiple favorite cities (choose one at a time) 5 
9.1 Option to change current city based on device location API 8 
10 Add Severe Weather Alert panel 8 
11 Add push notification for severe weather in my device location 5 
12 Auto-refresh data with options for frequency 2 
13 Inject simulated ads from the test server 8 
14 Real ads 13 
15 Fetch & store several days weather from the server (offline mode) 8 
16 Add “remove ads”: free->paid button 5 
17 Fetch and store data for all favorite cities  3 
18 Add support for a radar map of precipitation 8 
20 Make it work on Android 20 
21 Make it work on Windows 8 Mobile 100 

 
Sprint 2 



One of your developers had to take time off this sprint. Remove one 
of the dice and roll for velocity from sprint 2: ____________ 

1. Mark the features that are now complete.  
2. Update velocity by averaging all six rolls of the dice so far. 
3. Notice that we broke a big feature into two in the backlog. 

Update your release plan, and make notes of any changes from 
your original forecast/commitments. 

ID Feature Size 
1 Draw a “Sunny” icon and sample (not real) temperature 1 
2 Specify a location (Postal Code) 3 
3 Draw the actual temperature pulled from WeatherXML service (F) 5 
4 Draw all supported weather icons randomly (sunny/cloudy/etc.) 2 
5 Draw the actual weather icon based on WeatherXML service 3 
5.1 Choose Fahrenheit vs. Celsius 1 
6 Support a 3 day weather forecast 8 
7 Support a 5 day weather forecast 2 
8 Add support for hourly weather breakdown 8 
9 Support multiple favorite cities (choose one at a time) 5 
9.1 Option to change current city based on device location API 8 
10 Add Severe Weather Alert panel 8 
11 Add push notification for severe weather in my device location 5 
12 Auto-refresh data with options for frequency 2 
13 Inject simulated ads from the test server 8 
14 Real ads 13 
15 Fetch & store several days weather from the server (offline mode) 8 
16 Add “remove ads”: free->paid button 5 
17 Fetch and store data for all favorite cities  3 
18 Add support for a static radar map of current precipitation 8 
18.1 Add support for animated precipitation map 5 
19 Make it work on Android 20 
20 Make it work on Windows 8 Mobile 100 
 

 
 
 

The Sprint 
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